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This article describes an unconventional method of teaching Greek vocabulary, grammar, and
syntax through the translation or adaptation of popular songs into Attic Greek. To reinforce
vocabulary and introduce or review points of grammar of syntax in a memorable way, I have
adapted and translated a number of modern songs into Attic Greek. Each song was focused around
one or two significant concepts (e.g., adverbs, participles, the optative mood) and was presented
with the appropriate textbook chapter to augment other available materials. The students
themselves, who recommended many of the songs and themes, were consequently active
participants in the development of their own ancillary and review materials. My students,
furthermore, were inspired to create their own translations and adaptations which were then, once
the author approved the instructor’s corrections, presented to the class.
Incorporating this challenging language into contemporary culture gives students a sense of
intimacy and confidence with Greek. In this article, I outline the creative process, explain my Attic
Greek song lyrics, and suggest further applications of this technique.2
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Music, the greatest good that mortals know,
And all of heaven we have below.
Music can noble hints impart,
Engender fury, kindle love;
With unsuspected eloquence can move,
And manage all the man with secret art.
Joseph Addison (1672-1719) from "A Song for St. Cecilia’s Day”

1

An earlier version of this paper was read at the Tucson, AZ meeting of the Classical Association of the Middle
West and South, April, 2008. I also owe a debt of gratitude to the anonymous referees, whose suggestions helped
tighten my argument and improve the Greek in the songs, and to my colleague William E. Hutton for reading the
revised Greek lyrics and catching some few remaining exigencies. Any remaining infelicities are my own. I also
wish to thank my elementary Greek students at the College of William and Mary (Fall 2006-Spring 2007) for
inadvertently suggesting the project, for cheerfully enduring my singing voice, and for reacting so positively to the
songs in the first place. I dedicate this paper to the memory of my maternal grandfather Joseph Martin Kubala,
whom I know only through my mother and the deep love of all music the three of us share.
2
Printing Note: Pages 45, 49 and 57 in the appendix are legal size (8.5” x 14”), to better facilitate handout-production.
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Modern language teachers fully appreciate the power of music in the elementary
classroom (Chen-Hafteck et al.; Custodero; Decker; Dunlop; Edelsky et al.; Rubin). Songs help
students master foreign (and native) words for days of the week, months, body parts, animals,
colors and food, the numbers, as well as points of culture or history. Rhythmic and musical
mnemonics facilitate vocabulary retention and mastery of grammar. The melodies are simple, the
lyrics are easily learned and remembered, and to sing these charming melodies is pleasurable.
Most students find it easier to memorize lists of data set to a rhythm. Consider, for example, Tom
Lehrer’s The Elements, a recitation of the 102 elements known at the time (1959), set to Gilbert
and Sullivan’s Modern Major General, and the School House Rock collection of grammar,
science, and history songs broadcast on U.S. television on Saturday mornings from 1973 to 1986
(the vehicle by which I continue to augment my introduction of the parts of speech to beginning
language students to their great joy). In the mid-90’s, Warner Brothers’ Animaniacs recorded
humorous songs that included Wakko’s America, enumerating all the states and their capitals,
and the Presidents, listing the Presidents up to Bill Clinton. (Videos for cited songs can be found
on YouTube.) Any teenager or young adult who demurs from an ability to memorize unfamiliar
data can yet effortlessly rattle off the lyrics to the current chart-topping song. Meter and music
aid the mind in the acquisition and retention of data and make learning, even for the most
recalcitrant, palatable and fun. According to Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences different
intellectual proclivities combine “to enhance educational opportunities and options” (Gardner
10). In other words, students have different learning styles, music links “in a variety of ways to
the range of human symbol systems and intellectual competences” (123), and the synthesis of
language and music helps some students learn best while aiding in other Intelligence Types.
Teachers of the Latin language have at their disposal a growing (though not centralized)
corpus of supplemental materials and mnemonics to add spice and drama to the student’s
language learning experience, from spoken Latin (Traupman), to Winnie the Pooh (Lenard,
Staples), Dr. Seuss (Tunberg and Tunberg) and Harry Potter (Needham). Latin versions of
Christmas songs are widely available, as are many familiar nursery songs (Irwin and Couch,
“Latin Christmas Carols,” “The Latin Songbook”). Latin teachers also have used simple lyrics to
help students memorize and recall verb and noun endings (see, for example, David Pellegrino’s
Latin Teaching Songs online). Such extensive and accessible supplementary materials are
powerful teaching tools, and students generally respond to these materials in a positive manner.
For the elementary and intermediate Classical Greek classroom, such materials are
limited. To be sure, most textbooks include supplemental materials, and skilled teachers have
generated their own ancillary exercises, many of which are generously disseminated (especially
useful are Gruber-Miller, “Ariadne” and Major, “Greek Help at LSU”). But these materials,
however welcome and pedagogically sound, fail to provide respite from the unmitigated routine
dictated by the textbook. Welcome, though not altogether appropriate for the beginning student,
is the Attic Greek translation of J.K. Rowling’s highly celebrated first book, Harry Potter and
the Sorcerer’s Stone, rendered as          by
Andrew Wilson who drew inspiration from Lucian. 3 Modern Greek, furthermore, differs too
significantly from its parent language for the vast body of its beautiful children’s songs and
3

Wilson is also in the process of producing notes and vocabulary, available at his web page. “J K Rowling and her
publishers hope that the translations will help children overcome the common dread of studying the two dead
languages - where wars in Gaul and Virgil's thoughts on beekeeping can be as exciting as it gets.” Reynolds.




    

 

 
 

lively folk and popular music to be meaningful either to the beginning student of Ancient Greek
or even to the teacher who may know no Modern Greek. Highly recommended is W. H. D.
Rouse’s delightful Chanties in Greek and Latin (maintained online by David Parsons). The
collection includes free translations and paraphrases of songs set to a variety of childhood tunes,
with quantities carefully observed, to encourage both greater exactitude of pronunciation than is
usually found in the elementary (or advanced) classroom and a more facile acquisition of skills
in reading and pronouncing the ancient languages. Rouse asserts, “But if they [the students] will
read prose also in crochets and quavers, instead of substituting stress for length and shortening
unstressed longs, they will hear for the first time the beauty of Greek and the majesty of Latin”
(8). Rouse had also hoped to teach a large vocabulary and tricky forms through his songs: “I
have found that a word or form thus learnt, if later met with, at once calls forth the familiar
stanza, which is sung unasked as an old friend. Lastly pleasant associations are made for the
study; and this is the most valuable of all, since it reacts on the temper and makes the work real
by touching the feelings of the learner” (8). Although scholarly interest in ancient Greek music is
growing, this demanding language has eluded the popular imagination.4 To my knowledge, the
Greek teacher can draw only from liturgically inspired music, including psalms set to hauntingly
beautiful Byzantine Orthodox chants and Mr. Mister’s snappy 1985 hit, “Kyrie Eleison.”
The modern university student, however, as well as this modern teacher, rightfully
demands a variety of materials and approaches. Over the course of a fourteen to sixteen week
semester, with three to five weekly meetings, textbooks must be supplemented, and some
diversity is essential to maintain student interest and enthusiasm. In answer to the students’ own
frustration at the lack of accessible, lighthearted, ancillary materials, I decided to create my own.
Namely, in response to a direct student request, I have adapted and translated a number of
contemporary songs into Attic Greek to supplement Athenaze, a textbook frequently employed in
the elementary Greek sequence at the College of William and Mary. These lyrics were further
used to reinforce vocabulary and introduce or review points of grammar or syntax while at the
same time allowing for a healthy dose of fun in the classroom. Indeed, my efforts were met with
resounding success. The students began to share lyrics with friends, they sang the songs in the
cafeteria and at meetings of the Classics Club, and some were even inspired to compose their
own lyrics in Attic Greek.
In the following pages, I outline this unconventional method of inspiring, rewarding, and
retaining students of elementary Greek through the translation or adaptation/parody of modern
songs into Attic Greek. I explain my methods of composition, discuss the pedagogical aims of
the lyrics, and reflect upon further advantages and disadvantages of this nascent but on-going

4

This contrasts with the growing body of Latin language lyrics in popular music. Modern performers across
numerous genres – including Simon and Garfunkel (Benedictus), Cat Stevens (O Caritas), Sinead O’Connor
(Regina caeli, O filii et filiae), Roxy Music (A Song for Europe), Patrick Cassidy (Vide Cor Meum), Qntal (Ad
mortem festinamus, Flamma, Omnis mundi illuminate, Stella splendens), and Enya (Pax Deorum, Tempus Vernum,
Afer Ventus) have produced and recorded original, adapted, or traditional lyrics in Classical or Ecclesiastical Latin.
The Finnish native Jukka Ammondt has translated and recorded his own Latinized Elvis Presley lyrics.
For scholarship in Greek Music: Barker.

Though not conducive to a class sing-along, several CDs feature modern musicians performing what little survives
of Ancient Greek music: Atrium Musicale. Musique de la gr¸ce antique. Harmonia Mundi, 1979; Ensemble De
Organographia. Music of the Ancient Greeks. Pandourion, 1997; Christodoulos Halaris. Music of Ancient Greece.
Orata, 1994; Angelique Ionatos and Nena Venetsanou. Sappho de Mytilene. Tempo, 1991; Conrad Steinmann.
Melpomen: Ancient Greek Music. Harmonia Mundi, 2006.




    

 

 
 

classroom experiment. Also offered are additional suggestions for implementing this technique
in the elementary or intermediate Greek classroom.

$  % &        
'(  $ ($ ) * (
Ultimately, the goal of setting Attic Greek lyrics to modern and familiar tunes is to
encourage student interest and participation, to make the language more accessible and less
intimidating, to inspire classroom esprit de corps, and to give the students individually and the
class collectively a sense of empowerment, ownership, and conquest over Attic Greek. In short,
these songs bring the language into their own culture.
With every composition, I was careful to draw deeply from word lists in the textbook in
order to encourage vocabulary retention. Each song also was organized around one or two
grammatical and/or syntactical concepts to review or introduce grammar and syntax. The lyrics
were presented to augment other explanations available to the students, and the linguistic
emphasis of each lyric was limited to foster mastery of the grammar and syntax currently under
study.
Since these short pieces invariably incorporate familiar vocabulary, grammar, and syntax,
the lyrics can be used in-class effectively as activities in sight translation. Although translations
of the songs are provided in the appendix, they were not distributed to the students. In the case
of translations, the students often already know the original English lyrics, they are comfortable
with trying to translate something both so new and yet familiar, and it is a source of great
merriment to see how familiar English colloquialisms can be rendered into the Greek of Plato
and Aristotle. In the case of adaptations and parodies, the language of the songs is sufficiently
divorced from the style of the textbook that the students cannot merely rely upon their
accumulated stockpile of memorized formulaic phrases. The linguistic components, the
characters, and their situations are well-known, but the style, word order, grammar, and syntax
demand attentive deconstruction. Parodies of English songs, further, can be utilized to emphasize
Greek cultural and historical themes or to lampoon the story line in the text.
Additionally, I require composition in Greek from my beginning and intermediate
language students. Although opinions vary on the pedagogical value of composition (in a course
already pressed for time to cover vast amounts of material, does the investiture of time and effort
merit the results?), I strongly believe that composition in the ancient languages, when properly
implemented, instills essential translation and analytical skills, as well as confidence (see also
Beneker; Davisson; Gruber-Miller; Saunders; Major, 2008). The learner is forced to examine the
language from the other side, to think in Greek rather than just to make simple but inequitable
arithmetic transferals from Greek to English, to consider the range of meanings a word may carry,
to contemplate the nuances of a syntactical element, and to appreciate the natural rhythms of the
language. The acts of reading and composition are correlative, and the student who engages in
both becomes an active participant, rather than a passive spectator. The song lyrics provide yet
another paradigm for language composition and intimacy with Attic Greek. By expending my
own creative energy and time on writing song lyrics, I modeled for my class the utility of
composition in learning how to read and even to think in Greek.




    

 

 
 

Finally, after the Greek lyrics have been analyzed and translated in class, I enjoin my
students to sing the song. Consequently, another drill in pronunciation is incorporated into the
daily classroom experience. The act of singing these songs further underscores that Attic Greek
was a spoken and living language, and that the literature was never meant to be read in silence,
but rather to be recited or chanted in a public venue. The language activity is thus transformed
into a cultural re-enactment.
In contrast to the more singable children’s songs, the contemporary songs chosen for this
experiment are sophisticated, interesting, “cool,” and mostly familiar and accessible to the
students who, in fact, proposed many of the tunes. By using the students’ own musical
suggestions (occasionally of pieces entirely unfamiliar to me), the students themselves
contributed directly to the development of supplementary pedagogical materials, and we were
able to bring the modern world into our study of an ancient language, to expand the students’ and
my own knowledge of music, and to learn, review, and master vocabulary, forms, moods, case
uses, rules of prosody, and much more.

* + 
As mentioned above, this unconventional classroom project arose in response to student
frustration over the lack of ancillary materials similar to those available in Latin and the modern
languages. One of my best students, bound for seminary, had asked when the class would learn
the color words (“like they do in modern languages”) and if there would be a song (“there’s
always a song”). The entreaty to learn the color words was perfectly appropriate, and the petition
for a song seemed innocent and reasonable enough. So I asked what song my future seminarian
had in mind. He responded, “Iron Man,” a song entirely unknown to me. After some research
into the genre of heavy metal, I acquired the lyrics and a recording of the song, and Black
Sabbath’s “Iron Man” then became my , composed simultaneously with
the English free verse “Color Man.”
Admittedly, Greek composition at any level is a labor intensive process, and heavy metal
does not lend itself easily to the rules of Greek prosody. All of my Greek lyrics employ a strictly
rhythmical rather than quantitative meter, retaining the same number of syllables in my Greek
rendition as in the original English version. To make the syllable count, I employed contractions,
enjambment, ellipses, and elisions of various types, and syncope where expedient; all of these
ellipses were expanded and explained in class (as they are in the notes in the appendix).
Although care was taken to observe the rules of prosody in Smyth, occasional liberties were
taken according to the spirit of rock and roll.
The process of lyric composition usually began with the tune, and then the music inspired
my decision to translate or to adapt (the lyrics of many popular songs are widely available
online). Although my goal, in part, was to reiterate useful and essential vocabulary, the
vocabulary lists in neither Athenaze nor any other elementary Greek texts are up to the challenge,
and two online and searchable English-Greek Dictionaries, Edwards’s English-Greek Lexicon
and S.C. Woodhouse’s English-Greek Dictionary: A Vocabulary of the Attic Language, are
handy tools in helping locate the Greek word with the precise rhythmic and syllabic values and
the suitable force of meaning for the verse at hand, with substantiation from the LSJ.
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Please note that the appendix includes the Greek lyrics, extensive vocabulary and
grammar notes, and English translations of all of the songs discussed below. The songs fall into
three categories: Songs to Introduce Grammar (three); Songs to Review Grammar and
Vocabulary (four); Student Songs (three). Although the songs and my notes are keyed to the
Athenaze series, my grammar notes are intended to facilitate the use of these songs to supplement
any elementary Greek textbook as the instructor deems appropriate, and I offer some suggestions
for using these materials with other textbooks.

,
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In adapting “Iron Man,” my first composition effort, I chose to connect each of the color
words with the functions of a Greek god to illustrate that the color words represent textures and
quality of light in Greek literature rather than the spectral colors (Moonwomon; Edgeworth;
Silverman; Maxwell-Stuart; Irwin). Zeus is dark-browed ( !"#$: Homer Il. 21.520) to
underscore his control over weather and storms. Artemis is associated with the silvery moon
(%&'(), to emphasize the luminescent brightness, whiteness, and beauty of the goddesses. As
in the poets, Aphrodite is golden (')#(: Hes. Th. 975; Attic: ')#() to accentuate her wealth,
divinity, and the luster of her skin. As an epithet for Apollo (Macar. 5.53; also a descriptor of the
sun [Homer, Il. 14.185]), '$ highlights both the clear and bright property of light associated
with the word and Apollo’s youthfulness and beauty, as the Greek adjective implies. Hades’s
qualifier, )!$, evokes the dark, shadowy gloom of Homer’s underworld. In contrast,Helios
is *, not just yellow, but yellow tinged with brown or auburn, evoking the quality of light
at sunrise or sunset. For Athena, the cultivated greenish-yellow olive (% !+  +),
evoking the process of photosynthesis, the moistness of the young plants (the same color
describes sea water), and the young ripening fruit (distinctively pale in color as contrasted with
ripened fruit). For Ares, red blood matted black (%',!,  !-!) evokes the god’s
bloodlust and rage with a color word describing the warmth of blushing and fire, and, in this
context, the hotness of freshly spilled blood. The adjective ', describing the dark
appearance of the open sea, the realm over which Poseidon holds sway, alsosuggests glossiness,
as of the skin of porpoises (Arist. HA 566b12) or the surface of the deep sea (Eurip. Iphigeniea in
Tauris 7) reflecting sun or moon-light. Likewise, Iris’s complement, !! #. conveys the
dappling of colors through a clouded morning sky. Dionysus is connected to spring flowers,
violets (, !), whose deep purple color suggests the rich color of wine as well as the complex
bouquet and fragrance one expects from fine (divinely created) wine. Divine panpipes should be
of a royal color ("'#/(). The color, applied to the surging sea (Il. 16.391) and the
supernatural and ethereal qualities of a rainbow (Il. 17.551), likewise qualifies the music divinely
produced on those panpipes (gossamer musical phrases gently waxing and waning). Hermes, like
any god, should have glossy, sparkling eyes ('+! by analogy with the strictly feminine
common epithet of Athena, & '+!$ [Homer Il. 1.206]; cp. Poseidon’s '  
above); the neologism fit the rhythm and stress of the line. In presenting the color words, I also
worked in some discussion of mythology and literature.




    

 

 
 

Through this first compositional foray into pop culture,  , I
covered not only the Greek color words, such as they are, but I also slyly introduced the
upcoming present middle participle (Athenaze chapter 8) to stress that Aphrodite rejoices for her
own pleasure (#) and that Hermes plays his syrinx to delight not only his flocks but
also himself:  !, —using the same verb in multiple forms to stress
nuanced points of grammar and to model the concept of subordination with participles.
Further, my  incorporates several familiar (and easy) vocabulary
words from the first few chapters of Athenaze. From chapter 1: $. !%!. !. '01
chapter3: %2!($.&$1chapter4: &#(.3/2!$1chapter5: %$..4.'.
'3$1chapter6: '($; chapter7:  . $.!0$..($.!.!.
and from forthcoming chapters: '% (chapter 9). '3. )" (chapter 11), and '!!
(chapter 15)5 '-$ is easily deduced from '3 (chapter 10). &' from %&'!
(chapter 11), #from (chapter 13).and '# from (chapter 4).
I pointed out the etymological connection between *and the name of Dikaiopolis’s slave
6!, whom we had affectionately nicknamed “Blondie.”
Finally, these lyrics reviewed several syntactical concepts: datives of means ('!+
 … %)!; )!, 3/2!!), respect (  !-!), and place where
('#+/'%/+); and the genitive of possession (!-!+%2!%.
+/ !/ + ! % %!+). Further, the students were introduced to two concepts
that would otherwise have been omitted from the elementary Greek sequence: the cognate
accusative ('3!(…,)",'-) and the objective genitive (!% !+ +).

 .*'/ 
I supplied handouts of the Greek text with vocabulary and grammar notes. After the
students took turns reading through the lyrics in Greek, the group then analyzed the song, stanza
by stanza, discussing grammatical forms, brainstorming about syntax, and identifying familiar
vocabulary. Since the class size was already small and each student was eager to participate,
tackling this first song as a group effort was appropriate. I explained the new constructions as we
encountered them, while prompting the students to remark on elements they recognized (e.g., the
well-known endings of the participle) so that the introduction of new grammar built upon already
established concepts. Students volunteered to translate the stanzas, and they further discussed
syntax and vocabulary as it related both to the text at hand and recently studied chapters of
Athenaze. At the end of class, we read through the lyrics en masse and then sang the Greek over
Ozzy Osbourne’s voice in the original English recording.
Subsequent songs were presented in similar fashion. Students received a handout of the
Greek text with vocabulary and grammar notes. Specific stanzas were distributed to small groups
of students who worked on their assigned passages in class for about ten minutes. In turn, each
group then read its particular Greek passage aloud to the class, presented a syntactical exegesis,
and provided a translation. The class as a whole further analyzed and discussed each stanza
seriatim. Finally we sang the entire song karaoke-style over the original melody (none of these
sessions was recorded). Hence, each song, construed to review or introduce some particular point
of Greek, served also as an exercise in oral recitation and sight translation. To reinforce the
lessons presented through the lyrics, examples from the songs were featured in review materials
and worksheets as well as in quizzes and extra-credit assignments (see Hallett.2).
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For Halloween, Bobby Picket’s “Monster Mash,” + . provided a
seasonable review of adverbs (Athenaze chapter 4) and verb tenses. Boris’s monster danced in a
“monsterly” way (), and the dance caught on “in a flash” (). If the +
 caught on , clearly that action must be expressed in the aorist: a single crisp
event. Although the dance remained popular, the catching on occurred only once, and snappily.
Hence, the class learned the epsilon augment, the aorist and imperfect tenses (Athenaze chapters
11, 13). The monster, the ghouls, and others were doing the mash for some unspecified amount
of time in the past (%7), in counterpoint with the already familiar present (you
are now dancing in a monsterly way: 7! ) and future tenses ()!
: you will dance in a monsterly way). In the interest of the syllable count, Pickett’s
modal “can” became a future tense. Further, the distinctions between the aorist and imperfect
tenses are explicitly contrasted in sequential lines: although the zombies were enjoying the gay
atmosphere for an indeterminate amount of time (imperfect: !7), the party had only “just
begun” (ingressive aorist: #0*). Finally, the intricacies of the imperfect tense are hinted at with
the inchoative imperfect %!): the monster, we presume, was not spending some length of
time rising from the slab, but rather he “began to rise.”
This lyric was the most challenging and rewarding, especially regarding vocabulary.
What is the Greek word for laboratory? The logical Attic Greek choice is Aristophanes’s
"!)#! (Clouds 94), wherewith the class learned about the hapax legomenon. What
Greek word means ghouls? ") seemed appropriate; electrodes? the irreducible
components of the physical world, )!!( (Pl., Ti. 48b); zombies? 8'!, a word sparking
an explanation of the the alpha-privative; vampires? "! !!, lovers of blood (my neologism
more closely maintains the rhythm than Aristophanes’s !3# [Knights 198]). Dracula
and Igor surely must be indeclinable, like Hebrew names adlected into the New Testament.
Nonetheless, the iterative refrain, brisk allegro tempo, cleanly accentuated bass-line, and
sing-song modulations of the original render the piece, even in Attic Greek, familiar, accessible,
and singable. Although the verses are naturally more complex than the refrain, with some
vocabulary assistance, the syntax is decipherable even to the beginning Greek student. The
students recognized the dative of place where ('&/ 3/)/ . Also familiar were the accusative
of motion towards ( ), the genitive of place from which ([%] !!+), and, of
course, prepositional phrases reinforcing the case uses, with the genitive (% )'() and dative
(, *!!$). Students also recognized the middle/passive participle (%"!',
Athenaze chapter 8), present active participle ( !7, Athenaze chapter 9) governing a
direct object ("'$), present middle/passive infinitive of purpose ()!))!, Athenaze
chapter 6), complementary present middle infinitive of a recent vocabulary word (% 
%"!!()!, Athenaze chapter 10), and present active particle of an epsilon-contract verb
("', Athenaze chapter 9). Previewed was the comparative adjective (,
Athenaze chapter 14), nor could I resist introducing the genitive absolute (% ''
''3 ') formally introduced in Athenaze, chapter 19.
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Among the best received compositions was the Attic Greek rendition of Dire Straits’
“Money for Nothing,” recommended by a student, a challenge gleefully essayed. My  '(
'%2 enabled a brisk review of verb forms and a vigorous warm-up for the optative voice
(Athenaze chapter 25). We start with an epsilon contract imperative: )!, and immediately
jump into two optatives: one to express the indirect command implicit in Knopfler’s “that’s the
way you do it” ('( + !!#), another to express potential, implying both the
desirability and the unlikelihood of playing guitar on the MTV, e.g., if only you could!: !
!!7!. The phrase warranted the formal introduction of the cognate accusative, which had
been modeled in 5Further, the song’s narrator politely uses the optative
of the wish to give advice to the audience ()!, *!!) and to solicit groupies (!7!).
With an irregular Aorist Optative (&!!), the audience learns of the narrator’s regrets, the deep
desire to have learned how to play the guitar (or the drums) and the utter disappointment of never
having achieved that goal.
I briefly discussed the obsolete digamma with my abbreviation 9' '( :'(,
emphasizing that Ancient Greek did not express the sound “v,” and explaining the digamma’s
linguistic value (a voiced labial velar: waw). Although the voiced bilabial fricative beta or the
voiceless labiodental fricative phi may be tonally closer to our voiced labiodental fricative “v,”
the digamma accorded naturally with Sting’s vocal overlay and Knopfler’s staccato musical
phrases; so I chose to exercise creative initiative.
As in the English original, the syntax of the Greek version is sophisticated, with
impersonal verbs (!(! 2!(. 2!( !!(), and compounds of !%! (%)!). Introduced is the
genitive of price ('%2), and revisited is the alpha-privative (%!)!), featured in +
. As with + , the highly colloquial and modern vocabulary proved
challenging but gratifying. “Microwave ovens” and “jet airplanes” are construed simply with a
noun and possessive genitive ( '2! !': ovens of little waves; '( '%+: a
ship of the skies), “Hawaiian noises” was simply transliterated with the digamma to reinforce the
linguistic concept introduced in the Greek title. Sexually charged vocabulary was also discussed
('"#and !!2!, diminutized from !!2).
The English song is sufficiently well-known, and there is enough familiar vocabulary and
grammar, that students respond enthusiastically. The  '( '%2 lyrics incorporate
familiar vocabulary: ).+$..!.!$.&$. !).3''(.'(.
 ')!. '%5 &! and %&!' are easily inferred from %& and &!
(chapters 1 and 5). Apart from the genitives of price and cognate accusative, discussed above,
and a single dative with special adjective (!) !#/), case usage is largely elementary,
restricted primarily to nominative subjects and accusative direct objects.

,

 0+ #(( $% !

Although these pieces were fun—their shock value alone certainly kept the attention of
every member of the class—the lyrics are complex, and the tempos are challenging for a first
year class, or anyone else for that matter, to sing along in Greek. With their heavy metal and hard
rock suggestions some students were clearly trying to test my compositional range, but others
wanted songs that they could actually sing. The slower tempos and simpler musicality of folk




    

 

 
 

music and traditional children’s songs render more manageable and singable lyrics. Several such
“singable” songs were composed to review vocabulary and grammar and to provide practice in
oral recitation and sight translation.
“The twelve days of Christmas,” adapted as 22’ #3! + ;!')!, was an
ideal vehicle to review the ordinal and cardinal numbers. It afforded, furthermore, the perfect
opportunity to play with vocabulary and to have fun with the characters and storylines in
Athenaze. Readers familiar with the Athenaze series will notice references to Odysseus and
Theseus, featured in the mythological ecphrases of chapters 6-7, the family dog and the wolf he
chases away (chapter 5b), the lazy slave who sleeps through the first five chapters, the handsome
choruses which so captivated Melitta (chapter 10a), and the Persians (chapter 14a). The grammar
is straightforward and repetitive, iterating the irregular aorist of 3. the dative of time when,
and the etymological relationship between the ordinals and cardinals from the number three
onward. The student at the end of first semester Greek (using Athenaze) can be expected to know
all of the words except % and % !, the latter repeated from  . as
some students recalled5
Other lively and simple tunes, yet nonetheless obscure to my students, enabled review of
verb forms and subordination. In !!2’ , the Attic Greek version of Bob Marley’s engaging
“Rainbow Country,” we reviewed the complementary infinitive (%2' %!()!),
subordination with the subjunctive (-32, !!’#0/), impersonal constructions (!, 2!( !0!),
and compounds of !-#!()'!!#$)and !%! ()')).
Inspired by the British Royal Navy’s official march “Heart of Oak,” 8'#, 2'!<’
emphasizes the Greek character, Athenian maritime culture, grammatical subordination, and
comparison. We have a simple conditional, “if the Persians fight us by sea, we will shame them,”
stating a fact: ! ''()[!].'%',!%)''(1 purpose clauses: the Greeks fight for the
(positive) purpose of killing Persians: !-’  ', ) %!1 and they are
called to glory for the (negative) purpose of not becoming enslaved: #, 2' . This
adaptation also allows for review of comparatives: the Greeks are most ready (3!!).the
Spartans are very manly (%2!!, comparative rather than superlative from an Athenian
perspective; the Spartans had failed to show at Marathon), and our side fights in the steadiest
manner (44!), but the Persians, in contrast, are exceedingly cowardly and fearful
(2! !. 2!!), and they turn tail as quickly as they can (!))5 2'( and
'! are the only words entirely unfamiliar to a student at the end of second semester Greek1
'. '! !. !%)'. 38'#/( build upon already well-known vocabulary; and
'3'( is repeated from the first stanza of $ ('3!(.'-).
=’!-$, a parody of “Drop of Nelson’s Blood,” an English song that lends itself
well to improvisation, is simple and formulaic. The verses consist of a series of infinitives used
impersonally with '!( and nominative subjects used intransitively with the same verb. My
lyrics feature the partitive genitive (#3 "! # !'. %&'( ! ''(), and adjectives used
attributively with an article (3 ' 3 !),$). The coda at the end of each verse and chorus
further incorporates the textbook’s title to explicate its meaning. This particular song is ideal for
in-class creative composition even at the very beginning of the course. The students need only
decide what they want and then fill in the appropriate noun or infinitive phrase to whatever
template the instructor provides.
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The students themselves were eager to produce their own songs, and among their efforts
is the utterly charming and eminently singable #3 9'!#'-)!! with its straightforward
grammar, repetition of familiar words and phrases, and the amusing scenario of a hedgehog in
the assembly. All of the vocabulary is familiar: . 2!$. 4!. '(. % #)!.
and even '-)!* which had been introduced in the Animal alphabet at the beginning of first
semester Greek. I merely added accents.
I worked with another student to render George Harrison’s “Here Comes the Sun” into
Attic Greek. The tune is sweet, and Harrison’s lyrics employ simple grammar, present tense
verbs, no explicit or oblique subordination, adjectives and adverbs used to expeditiously reflect
the song’s unaffected sincerity. By the middle of second semester Greek, the vocabulary
employed in the translation was mostly routine: #- !$. "!!. %&$. $. !.
&.42$. "! !)# motivated a discussion of the formation of diminutives, but, again, the
new word is simply built on old vocabulary.

10&

 $,



Although most of the songs presented here are largely my own compositions, this activity
is easily implemented in the classroom to review or introduce vocabulary, grammar, syntax,
literature, cultural values, or history. My on-going pedagogical experiment continues to meet
with success. One of my Intermediate Greek Prose students (Fall 2008) proposed “I Will Survive”
for this project. The students considered the lyrics outside of class, and two of them began setting
the Prometheus myth to this melody. During one class meeting, the students devised a
framework for their composition. They sketched an English version and shared ideas for
vocabulary (in anticipation of the assignment, the LSJ had been intensively mined). The English
lyrics were then distributed, so each student was responsible for composing about two lines of
Greek. After I synthesized their efforts and made modest suggestions, the lines were then
redistributed for further editing (ensuring that the original composer was to edit a new set of
lines). Students corrected each other’s work and explored Greek participial usage and the
nuances of verb tenses (for example, Prometheus was bound to the Caucasus in the perfect tense,
a single event with ongoing ramifications for the present: )'#!), and they reviewed
conditionals (composing a lovely contrary to fact conditional to express Prometheus’s regret over
his decision to help humanity: !% & !% %, ' %#   '!(). After
lively discussion, the lyrics were established. Further improvements were made as the students
read through and sang the lyrics to the original tune outside of class. Once the Greek text was set,
we used it to review the rules of accentuation and to practice oral recitation. After rehearsing the
song with acoustic guitar accompaniment, we finally recorded the much anticipated "')!’*
%#(. 
Even first semester students at the onset of the course can try their hand at such an
exercise; to be sure, the lyrics of most contemporary music are syntactically rudimentary. The
composition can be focused around a vocabulary review (working with lists in the textbook or
the frequency lists of Greek vocabulary generated by Wilfred E. Major), syntactical concepts
(indirect statement or a review of the several ways that Greek expresses purpose), or, for
intermediate and advanced classes, Greek meter.




    

 

 
 

These student and teacher compositions provided pleasant diversions for the class while
at the same time allowing for the introduction of some subtle points of vocabulary (hapax
legomenon), syntax (cognate accusative), and linguistics (the digamma) that we might not
otherwise have covered. Familiar grammar and syntax and vocabulary from their textbook make
the songs approachable and decipherable. My students continue to appreciate the absurdity of
juxtaposing Attic Greek with unexpected musical genres. For many, bringing Greek vocabulary,
grammar, and syntax into the modern world personalizes the classroom experience and increases
the accessibility of this demanding language. Students can draw upon their own Multiple
Intelligence Types, approaching how they learn Greek via several techniques. Creativity and
rhythm together with composition, reading, speaking, and even thinking from the Greek vantage
point, effectively combine to help consolidate vocabulary, forms, and syntax. Significantly, this
model encourages the students to adapt their own favorite songs into Greek. However much time
is devoted to the language, and in whatever ways, can only be spent with profit. By
experimenting with vocabulary and grammar, by playing with forms, by exploring the natural
rhythms of the Greek of Aeschylus and Sophocles, the students are learning the language and
making it their own.
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Originally presented with Athenaze, chapter 8. Adapted from Black Sabbath, “Iron Man,”
Paranoid (Warner Brothers, 1971), words and music by Tony Iommi, Ozzy Osbourne,
Geezer Butler, Bill Ward; Greek lyrics by Georgia L. Irby-Massie, 2006.
notes:
[spoken]!%!,5
,(desire, wish, purpose); '!(countless:

Athenaze, chapter 15); &!(charm, enchant);
,&,!'!)
%)[!]; 3/2[!]!(the iota has been removed, in
 &!%)’>#,&#()!,3/2’!
violation of the rules of Greek prosody, to maintain the
''3!(’!(!!(2#,3'!(
rhythm of the song)1'3'3!([] (hymn, praise,
sing: Athenaze, chapter 11); !(new, strange);3
!,-’'3&'!!(2#,,)",'-5
3
'(measure, rhythm); -[] (together, at the same

time);
'3&'! (recent, fresh); )"(skilled, wise,

clever: Athenaze, chapter 11)

 !"#(dark, dark-clouded);4(to
3?', !"#,4(/>#3!
thunder);%&'(silvery); (shine); #3) ##
%&'( !) ##/ #/(>
(moon);  (soft, tender)

').')'((golden);  (delight); '
%"2!#')#(#>
(light, bright, white, fair); )! (dark, gloomy)
%  '>-!2#)!5

*(yellow, golden); % (rise);
3*,- !"!2,% !>
"!2(bright, beaming, joyous); #3!(mistress,
#3%#(!% !+ +5
revered); #3% ! (olive, olive tree);  (greenish

yellow, pale green, fresh, pallid)
3#&,%',!, 
%'(red); ,!@(blood);  . !.
 (black, dark, murky)
!-!+%2!%5


3, )!2+',& '!+ (pour down);'..(dark blue,
dark, black), expand to '; !! (many
,#,'’ !(>
colored, embroidered); #32!(heart, mind, soul);
#3!!! #,2!
'#(cp. );A'%(sky: Athenaze,
 &')!,'#+/'%/+5
chapter 9)

,!(violet);,(flower, blossom);%!
3'0;!')+/!/+
(springtime)
!%%!+5


3)",3#(3"!2,,4
#3)'(!&*(shepherd’s pipe); '(light, bright, white,
, !,, ',#/()'!&&!
fair); "'.B'+(purple) ;'+!(with
#/("'#/(,2!!,
dark blue eyes, by analogy with the strictly feminine but
!,'+!"!!(!*!5
common epithet for Athena, & '+!.bright-eyed,

owl-eyed); #3!*(hair); "!(brown)
!!!(3'!(5

’%,2#,5 []: (arrange, draw up in order).




    

 

 

 

*   
I am color-man
My intent is to charm you
with the names of myriad colors
So, tap the earth with your light feet
and sing a clever song in new and truly
strange rhythms
Zeus dark-clouded thunders,
Artemis silvery with the splendor of the
delicate moon.
Golden Aphrodite rejoicing,
bright clear Apollo, shadowy Hades
Beaming Helios rises golden yellow.
Athena, mistress of the yellow-green olives.

Poseidon pours down great storms
on the dark blue sea.
Dappled Iris charming the hearts of all,
dancing in the sky.
Dionysos with the wine
of the violet springtime flowers.
Clever Hermes shining, delighting the flocks
black and white with his purple pipes,
delighting their hearts, delighting himself,
blue-eyed, brown-haired god.
(You are now) delighting in new rhythms
which are setting in order the names of the
colors.

Ares, bright red and black
with the blood of brave men.

((  $$
Present Middle Participle: Balme and Lawall, chapter 8; Crosby and Schaeffer, lesson 24;
Groton, lesson 25; Hanson and Quinn, unit 8; Mastronarde, unit 21.

(( $, /0+ #$
Uses of the Dative Case: Balme and Lawall, chapter 6; Crosby and Schaeffer, lesson 68; Groton,
lessons 7, 19; Hanson and Quinn, sections 53, 80, 81; Mastronarde, unit 10.
Please note: My composition is longer than the Black Sabbath lyrics by one and half verses and
one chorus. Since this song is the most musically complex (and possibly the least familiar), I also
include on the following page the Greek text with interlinear Black Sabbath lyrics and caesuras
to facilitate performance.
An mp3 recording of students singing this song may be found at:
http://tcl.camws.org/fall2009/ColorMan.mp3
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[spoken]!%!,5

,&,!//'!)
Has he lost his mind? || Can he see or is he blind?||
 &!%)’>|| #,&#()!,3/2’!
Can he walk at all, || Or if he moves will he fall?
''3!(’|| !(!!(2#,3'!(
Is he alive or dead? || Has he thoughts within his head?
!,-’'3&'!!(|| 2#,,)",'-5
We’ll just pass him there. || Why should we even care?


3?', !"#,|| 4(/>#3!
He was turned to steel. || In the great magnetic field.
%&'( !|| ) ##/ #/(>
Where he traveled time. || For the future of mankind.


%"2!#')#( || #>
Nobody wants him. || He just stares at the world.
%  '> || -!2#)!5
Planning his vengeance. || That he will soon unfold.

3*,- !|| "!2,% !>
Now the time is here. || For iron man to spread fear.
#3%#(!|| % !+ +5
Vengeance from the grave. || Kills the people he once saved.


3#&,|| %',!, 
Nobody wants him. || They just turn their heads.
!-!+||%2!%5
Nobody helps him. || Now he has his revenge.


3, )!2+|| ',& '!+
Heavy boots of lead. || Fills his victims full of dread.
,#,'’||  !(>
Running as fast as they can. || Iron man lives again!
[The Black Sabbath lyrics end]
#3!!! #|| ,2!
repeat “verse”-line melody (Has he lost his mind? || Can he see or is he blind?)
 &')!,|| '#+/'%/+5
repeat “verse”-line melody




3'0;!')|| +/!/+
repeat “chorus”-line melody (Nobody wants him. || He just stares at the world.)
!%|| %!+5
repeat “chorus”-line melody

3)",3#(|| 3"!2,,4
repeat “verse”-line melody
, !,||, ',#/()'!&&!
repeat “verse”-line melody
#/("'#/(|| ,2!!,
repeat “verse”-line melody
!,|| '+!"!!(!*!5
repeat “verse”-line melody


! || !!(3'!(.
repeat “chorus”-line melody
’%,|| 2#,5
repeat “chorus”-line melody
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Originally presented with Athenaze, chapter 10. Translated from Bobby “Boris” Picket and The
Crypt-Kickers, “Monster Mash,” (Gary Paxton, 1962), English words and music by
Bobby Picket and Lenny Capizzi; Greek lyrics by Georgia L. Irby-Massie, 2006.
#%&7#'"!)!’
-’8!!02.
,&,!%)'(%!)
!,%*!"#% #*’%#/(5

%7
%7’
2
%!)!('4'
%7
 4
%7
%7’

%*%’"!)#!''&’3//
 !(2!'()!"! !!.
")’!!+%"!’
)!))!'3’%!()!!!5




%7
%7’
2
%!)!('4'
%7
 4
%7
%7

8'!2,!7
!,+!#0*
,*! '.
3;' !,'!35

’ ’!’.'%#!/’’
&2)!(.% '’'’'3 '’.
!3)','’’ %"!!()’’
"'’ ’“"' !7
’ ”.

#%&7#(imperfect, 1st singular, from %&7!);
'(adverb: by night); ,"!)#!
"!)![/] laboratory, “think-tank,” an hapax
legomenon from Aristophanes’s Clouds);#38!(eye,
sight);!02(1st singular Aorist from 3);!
(new, fresh, strange);, (monster);#3
)(coffin);%!)(rise, stand up: inchoative
imperfect, ‘began to’);%*!"#(suddenly);#3
 #*!(% #*[!], perplexity, awe)
%7(3rd singular imperfect, from 7(revel,
celebrate, be playful); (in a monsterly way,
note the adverbial ending);#0 (3rd singular imperfect
from !%!);,%!)!((heroic prize; moment of
valor); 3'4(tomb, grave);  4(3rd singular
aorist from 4)
3'& ('&[/]: tower, castle, fortress);3/+
(eastern, in the morning);3 $(couch, chamber,
“bedroom”);!3"! !!("! +!@: those who
love blood, “vampires”);,") (")[]
phantom, apparition, “ghoul”); !(poor, lowly,
humble);%"![] (aorist from %"!!); )!
(shake, passive infinitive denoting purpose); %[!($]; ,
)!!( (element, primary matter)
%7 (3rd plural imperfect)

8'(soulless; “zombie”); !7 (play, sport, jest);
3+(revel, banquet, party); ! (just now); #0*
(aorist from : begin);  =  (+ dative: in
the presence of, among); *(guest); '
(wolf-man); 3'!3 (son)
,[] (sight, spectacle, “scene”); [%]![] (3rd
singular, imperfect, middle/passive); #3'%#!
(euphony); [%][] (3rd plural imperfect); 3
2) (fetter, chain); % '[']'[]
'3 '[] (genitive absolute); % '
(follow, accompany); '[]; [] 
(imperfect from  ); %"!! (%"!!()[!],
arrive); "("'[']speak loud); 3 
( ['] throng, crowd); 3"(grave, tomb);
!7(kick); []
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’%!'
’ ’!'
2
%!)!('4'
’%!'
% 4
’%!'
’ ’!'

%)'("#,;’ 7>
2!( '!()!#’3!5
/C*+)!2' >
 &“!,%&’- !*2!’'- #%#”.

'(7!
7!
'(
%!)!('4'
'(7!
4!
'(7!
7!

'(’%)’!).;’
 '.
+%!)5
'3!(&7!( !'@’+
%"!'’'’.!0’“,=!8”.

’)!
)!’
’
%)’%!)!('4'
’)!
4’
’)!
)!’

%!' (3rd plural imperfect from !)

#3"#(voice); ;' ['];  7 (sound, scream;
imperfect); 2!((it seems: Athenaze, chapter 11);
'(grieve, vex: Athenaze, chapter 16); ,#(
(#[], thing, matter); ,+(lid); 0/*(3rd
singular aorist from !&: open); )! (shake); 3
2'  (knuckle, fist);  &[]; %&[] (3rd
singular aorist from &!&!); #3- !* (spiral, twist);
2![];#3'- #(wood, forest, “Transylvania”)
7! (notice the change of tense and person)

[] (neuter plurals with singular verb); ,$
(part, Athenaze, chapter 15); %!)(hitting the
mark, successful; cf. the related noun for “bishop,
overseer”); 7/$ (living);%"!'[]; !0[]
(aorist imperative of &);8(3rd singular
aorist)

)! (notice the change of tense).

4[!(]





    

 

 

 





I was working in the lab late one night
When my eyes beheld an eerie sight
For my monster from his slab began to rise
And suddenly to my surprise
He did the mash
He did the monster mash
The monster mash
It was a graveyard smash
He did the mash
It caught on in a flash
He did the mash
He did the monster mash
From my laboratory in the castle east
To the master bedroom where the vampires feast
The ghouls all came from their humble abodes
To get a jolt from my electrodes
They did the mash
They did the monster mash
The monster mash
It was a graveyard smash
They did the mash
It caught on in a flash
They did the mash
They did the monster mash
The zombies were having fun
The party had just begun
The guests included Wolf Man
Dracula and his son
The scene was rockin’, all were digging the sounds
Igor on chains, backed by his baying hounds
The coffin-bangers were about to arrive
With their vocal group, “The Crypt-Kicker Five”
They played the mash

They played the monster mash
The monster mash
It was a graveyard smash
They played the mash
It caught on in a flash
They played the mash
They played the monster mash
Out from his coffin, Drac’s voice did ring
Seems he was troubled by just one thing
He opened the lid and shook his fist
And said, “Whatever happened to my Transylvania
twist?”
It’s now the mash
It’s now the monster mash
The monster mash
And it’s a graveyard smash
It’s now the mash
It’s caught on in a flash
It’s now the mash
It’s now the monster mash
Now everything’s cool, Drac’s a part of the band
And my monster mash is the hit of the land
For you, the living, this mash was meant too
When you get to my door, tell them Boris sent you
Then you can mash
Then you can monster mash
The monster mash
And do my graveyard smash
Then you can mash
You'll catch on in a flash
Then you can mash
Then you can monster mash

((  $$
Imperfect tense: Balme and Lawall, chapter 13; Crosby and Schaeffer, lesson 8; Groton, lesson 10;
Hanson and Quinn, section 21; Mastronarde, unit 16.
Aorist tense: Balme and Lawall, chapter 11; Crosby and Schaeffer, lesson 10; Groton, lesson 18; Hanson
and Quinn, section 23; Mastronarde, unit 19.

(( $, /0+ #$
Adverbs: Balme and Lawall, chapter 4; Crosby and Schaeffer, lesson 43; Groton, lesson 7, 19; Hanson
and Quinn, section 63; Mastronarde, unit 12.
Present Tense: Balme and Lawall, chapter 4; Crosby and Schaeffer, lesson 3; Groton, lesson 3; Hanson
and Quinn, section 20; Mastronarde, unit 8.
Future Tense: Balme and Lawall, chapter 10; Crosby and Schaeffer, lesson 9; Groton, lesson 6; Hanson
and Quinn, section 22; Mastronarde, unit 18.
An mp3 recording of students singing this song may be found at:
http://tcl.camws.org/fall2009/MonsterMash.mp3
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Presented with Athenaze, chapter 24. Translated from Dire Straights, “Money for Nothing,”
Brothers in Arms (Warner Brothers, 1985), English words and music by Mark Knopfler;
Greek lyrics by Georgia L. Irby-Massie, 2007.
%  ’!9 :

'(’%&!')!.'(+
!!#.
!’!’!7!%/+9 :5
'%2,'>'(+!!#.
 '('%2,.'"%!)!>
'%2,'>'(+!!#.
)!, *!’>2'%%&!’:
’" '!2' /!/+
2!’,
’" '!2' ’& /2’.

 '2!!'!(!2!(.
%’!%2!!"'.
2!(#3!(!!('(8'&!5
2!(!!(2’ :5

'2#,!!2!%!/)!
/+!&’'%/+!*5
'('%+'/!!2!/.
/+'!! /+!!2/5

 '2!!'!(!2!(.
%’!%2!!"'.
2!(#3!(!!('(8'&!5
2!(!!(2’ :5

!!!7!&!’.
%!’&!’ '!.
#,'"#)!.'')4!.
% #+!7!5
!,!%2'(!,'1 &&!,3$!D!>
,'!)!#/>
'%2,'>'(+!!#.
 '('%2,.'"%!)!5

 '2!!'!(!2!(.
%’!%2!!"'.
2!(#3!(!!('(8'&!5
2!(!!(2’ :5

'%2,'>'(+!!#>
!’!’!7!%/+9 :5
'%2,'>'(+!!#>
 '('%2,.'"%!)!>
 '('%2,.'"%!)!5

notes: [%] 1[%]!1 : (obsolete digamma: ‘wau’)
'( ('(['], empty-headed, frivolous);
%&!(rustic, boorish); !!# (present optative);
#3! (kithara, ‘guitar’; cognate accusative);
!!7!(![]!7!); 3 '((wealth,
money); '%2, (genitive of price); #3'"#
(marriageable girl, bride, also applied to the female
genitalia); %!)! (adverb: unpaid); *![!] (future
optative); %&!'! (be stupid, expand to
%&!'!); ’(perhaps); #3" '!
(blister); 32' (finger); 2![] (2nd person
present potential optative); ); & /(understand:
2' )/
3 '2 (wave, diminutive form); #3!(furnace,
kiln, ‘oven’); %2!2[] (‘deliver’); !2!
(private, personal, ‘custom’); 3!% (oven, furnace);
,8'&!(modern Greek: refrigerator); !
(move); ,+ (color)
3!!2 (a sexually depraved person, diminutive
form); 3' (circle, ‘ring:’ Athenaze, chapter 26);
,%!(earring); #3!*.! (hair);  
(an amount of silver weighing about 60 lbs avoirdupois
weight, in other words, a great deal of money);

&![!] (1st singular Aorist Optative from &!&!);
%![]; ,'(drum); ' (dance);
4!(in a Bacchic way);!7(play); #3 &&#
(noise);3$!D! (note the digamma and transliterate back
into English); !) (like, equal to); 3!# (ape).
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I want my MTV
Now look at them yo-yos, that’s the way you do it
You play the guitar on the MTV
That ain’t workin’ that’s the way you do it
Money for nothin’ and chicks for free
Now that ain’t workin’ that’s the way you do it
Lemme tell ya them guys ain’t dumb
Maybe get a blister on your little finger
Maybe get a blister on your thumb
We gotta install microwave ovens
Custom kitchen deliveries
We gotta move these refrigerators
We gotta move these colour TVs
See the little faggot with the earring and the makeup
Yeah buddy that’s his own hair
That little faggot got his own jet airplane
That little faggot he’s a millionaire
We gotta install microwave ovens
Custom kitchens deliveries

We gotta move these refrigerators
We gotta move these colour TVs
I shoulda learned to play the guitar
I shoulda learned to play them drums
Look at that mama, she got it stickin’ in the camera
Man we could have some fun
And he’s up there, what’s that? hawaiian noises?
Bangin’ on the bongoes like a chimpanzee
That ain’t workin that’s the way you do it
Get your money for nothin’ get your chicks for free
We gotta install microwave ovens
Custom kitchen deliveries
We gotta move these refrigerators
We gotta move these colour TVs, lord
Now that ain’t workin’ that’s the way you do it
You play the guitar on the MTV
That ain’t workin’ that’s the way you do it
Money for nothin’ and your chicks for free
Money for nothin’ and chicks for free


((  $$
Optative: Balme and Lawall, chapter 25; Crosby and Schaeffer, lessons 32-33; Groton, lesson 36;
Hanson and Quinn, sections 60, 134; Mastronarde, unit 32.

(( $, /0+ #$-
Subjunctive: Balme and Lawall, chapters 21-22; Crosby and Schaeffer, lessons 30-31; Groton,
lesson 35; Hanson and Quinn, section 50; Mastronarde, unit 31.
Impersonal Verbs: Balme and Lawall, chapter 10; Groton, lesson 43; Hanson and Quinn,
sections 146-147; Mastronarde, unit 9.
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Presented with Athenaze, chapter 14. Adapted from “The Twelve Days of Christmas,” ca. 1780?
Greek lyrics by Georgia L. Irby-Massie, 2006.
#/#3/+;!')!!02

%,%% !/
2'’ #3/+;!')!!02

2'’9!'
!,%,%% !/
!#/#3/+;!')!!02

!( ' […]
’ #3/+;!')!!02

’’!%[…]
#/#3/+;!')!!02

’', ’ […]
-#/#3/+;!')!!02

-*2' ''2’ […]
342’ #3/+;!')!!02

3’!+’&!&’ […]
%&2’ #3/+;!')!!02

%’'‘))’ […]
%’ #3/+;!')!!02

%’!#’ &’[…]
2’ #3/+;!')!!02

2’ [%]'!’ […]
32’ #3/+;!')!!02

-2’ &''3 '(’[…]
22’ #3/+;!')!!02

22’ )"'&
-2’%&''3 '(’
2’ [%]'!’
%’!#’ &’
%’'3))’
3’!+’&!&’
-*2' ''2’
’', ’
’’!%
!( ' 
2'’9!'
!,%%% !/

see Athenaze, chapter 8, p. 128, for an
expansion of the cardinals and ordinals;
3% (eagle); #3% ! (olive, olive tree).
9!'(a dual form to refer to two
objects)

 [']
'2[]
&!&[']
[%]))[]
& []
! []
'3 '([]



st

    

 

 

 

#+ &

On the 1 day of the Dionysia I saw
an eagle in an olive tree
On the 2nd day of the Dionysia I saw
two Minotaurs
and an eagle in an olive tree
On the 3rd day of the Dionysia I saw
three Cyclopes […]
On the 4th day of the Dionysia I saw
four (Greek) statues
On the 5th day of the Dionysia I saw
five (lovely) choruses
On the 6th day of the Dionysia I saw
six sleeping slaves
On the 7th day of the Dionysia I saw
seven storms arising
On the 8th day of the Dionysia I saw
eight sailors rowing
On the 9th day of the Dionysia I saw
nine poets reciting

 

On the 10th day of the Dionysia I saw
ten merchants drinking
On the 11th day of the Dionysia I saw
eleven Argoses barking
On the 12th day of the Dionysia I saw
twelve Persians fleeing
eleven Argoses barking
ten merchants drinking
nine poets reciting
eight sailors rowing
seven storms arising
six sleeping slaves
five (loveliest) choruses
four (Greek) statues
three Cyclopes
two Minotaurs
and an eagle in an olive tree

(( $, /0+ #$-
Numbers: Balme and Lawall, chapter 8; Crosby and Schaeffer, lesson 56; Groton, lesson 34;
Mastronarde, unit 25.
Dative of Time When: Balme and Lawall, chapter 8; Crosby and Schaeffer, lesson 38; Groton,
lesson 23; Hanson and Quinn, sections 53,55; Mastronarde, unit 29.
An mp3 recording of students singing this song may be found at:
http://tcl.camws.org/fall2009/TheTwelveDaysoftheDionysia_1_2.mp3
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Presented with Athenaze, chapter 22. Translated from Bob Marley and the Wailers, “Rainbow
Country,” Rainbow Country (Upsetter Productions, 1970), English words and music by Bob
Marley; Greek lyrics by Georgia L. Irby-Massie, 2007.
C9')!.
 !7!!)>
!,2!(!0!’!(
%2'%!()’.
7-’
% '!5
!%!%!%!%!%!%

39')! (just as in English)
 !7(sing); [#3]!(
%!(%!()[!], refuse, deny)

7(revel, celebrate)
% '![%)]
!%!%!%(Greek doo-wop)

%,
#32!)#//>
'%+
3)'!!#1




'% (enjoy good things)
)'!!# (present optative)

'0&'0&'0&

'0&(more doo-wop)

-32, !!’#0/.
'%+!>
!%'%'!(['%'+],
!%!,)')5

-(understand )
!![#]; '%(live comfortably)

!3# +>
#- !%’ !.
#- !%’ !5

!3#  (ride/drive a horse)
%[]  (rise)

!3# +(4x)>
!!2’(4x).

#3!0!.(!!2[], rainbow)

!3# +>
#- !% !.
#- !% !.
) ## !5

) ##(moon)





    
 

 
 

0 ! #*  
Hey Mr. Music
Ya sure sound good to me
I can’t refuse it
What have we got to be
Feel like dancing
Dance ’cause we are free
la la la la la
I got my own
In the promised land
But I feel at home
Can you understand
na, na, na, na, na
until the road is rocky
sure feels good to me
and if your lucky
together we’d always be
I will ride it
the sun is a risin’
the sun is a risin’
I will ride it
rainbow country
I will ride it
the sun is a risin’
the sun is a risin’
the moon is a risin’

(( $, /0+ #$-
Complementary Infinitive: Balme and Lawall, chapter 3; Crosby and Schaeffer, lesson 3; Groton,
lesson 3; Hanson and Quinn, section 27; Mastronarde, unit 9.
Impersonal Constructions and the Subjunctive (see above:  '('%2).
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Presented with Athenaze, chapter 26. Adapted from “Heart of Oak,” English words by David
Garrick, music by William Boyce (after 1760), original Greek lyrics by Georgia Irby-Massie,
2007.
!’.'(!.!% ,'4’,
!- ', )%!>
,!#, '.#,2' ’
% '’3'!3!,'5





8'#,2'!<’')!.8'#,2'!<’
'!.
3!!!,44!.
#3!('+%!,!+5

)!%"!.%"'&')’!)’,
'%2, 4!!'%2,% '!
'! ! !,!,2! !>
!''()!.'%',!%)''(5











' (deduce from #3'(and !)

%"'&')[!];!)[]; 3'! 
(etymologically related to 3'#);!%)'
(defame, disgrace, put to shame)

[chorus]

%')!%4!.2!!.
"4'(!&'!(.!(2.!,'5
% ’2!!!' !
8’.%2!!!)!!5



#32'( (oak);
![]1'4[]
2' []

'! (swear, affirm by oath)

[chorus]

#3!('%',"4'(.'%'’8>
,&#('(, 
!’.'!.38'#/('3'(
'!!,)!+!.!,95



[chorus]

[%]838'#/((compounded from 3
[common, one and the same] and #3 8'#).





    
 

 
 

5 &3

Cheer up, sailors, we are steered to glory,
in order that we might kill many Persians
we are called to glory lest we be enslaved
so that the sons of the waves are always very free





heart of oak are our ships, heart of oak are our sailors
always ready, steady, steady
we fight by sea, & conquer again & again

The Persians arrived, running away very quickly
neither were they fortunate nor free
many shipmen, most cowardly
if they fight us by sea, we’ll put them to shame





chorus

disembarking, they swear oaths, most dreadful men,
they fear women, children, and even dogs
But the Spartans at Thermopylae
routed them, the bravest three hundred





chorus

we made them afraid, we routed them
we are strong on land and sea
rejoice, sailors, with one heart we celebrate,
both sailors and generals, and also Marathon



chorus


(( $, /0+ #$-
Conditionals: Balme and Lawall, chapter 26; Crosby and Schaeffer, lessons 15, 17, 31, 33;
Groton, lesson 37; Hanson and Quinn, section 41; Mastronarde, units 34, 36.
Purpose Clauses: Balme and Lawall, chapter 21; Crosby and Schaeffer, lessons 30, 32; Groton,
lesson 39; Hanson and Quinn, section 36; Mastronarde, unit 31.
Comparison: Balme and Lawall, chapter 14, 24; Crosby and Schaeffer, lessons 41-42; Groton,
lessons 32-33; Hanson and Quinn, section 141; Mastronarde, unit 30.
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Presented with Athenaze, chapter 28. Adapted from “Drop of Nelson’s Blood,” sung to the
traditional African-American melody, “Roll the Old Chariot,” English words anonymous (after
1805), original Greek lyrics by Georgia Irby-Massie, 2007. After Lord Nelson’s death at the
battle of Trafalgar, legend asserts that his body was preserved in a cask of rum, and henceforth
sailors referred to grog or rum as “Nelson’s blood.”
)&,=’!-#3('%'
'!(–!
4!%#75





#, !’!##%)).
#,!!##'4+.
#, !’!##%)).
4!%#75

#3)&(drop); =[!']; ,!0 (blood); '%
'(not at all)
 ![]

)%!!#3('%' '!( –
!
4!%#75




[chorus]

,-#'3!(#3('%' '!( –
!
4!%#75



[chorus]

#3"! #!'#3('%' '!( –!
4!%#75



[chorus]

%&'(!''(#3('%' '!( –
!
4!%#75





[chorus]

3!-3',#3('%' '!( –
!
4!%#75



[chorus]

3 3 ,#3('%' '!( –
!
4!%#75



[chorus]

)&,=’!-#3('%'
'!(–!
4!%#75


[chorus]


%&'(''((partitive genitive); 3 ' (cheese)

[chorus]

3'3!),#3('%' '!( –
!
4!%#75


#3"! #(cup, bowl)

!)(faithful, trusty).




    

 

 
 

$  &6 (  ! $
a drop of Bromius’s blood wouldn’t bring us any grief (3x)
and we’ll go Athensward
And we’ll row the ol’ trireme along
and we’ll sail the ol’ trireme along
and we’ll row the ol’ trireme along
and we’ll all go Athensward
Killing Persians wouldn’t bring us any grief
[chorus]
Singing Homer wouldn’t bring us any grief
[chorus]
A cup of wine wouldn’t bring us any grief
[chorus]
Some good cheese wouldn’t bring us any grief
[chorus]
a loyal dog wouldn’t bring us any grief
[chorus]
a fast horse wouldn’t bring us any grief
[chorus]
a pretty dress wouldn’t bring us any grief
[chorus]
a drop of Bromius’s blood wouldn’t bring us any grief (3x)
and we’ll all go Athensward
[chorus]



(( $, /0+ #$-
Infinitives as subjects of Impersonal Verbs (see above:  '('%2).
Partitive Genitive: Balme and Lawall, chapter 9; Crosby and Schaeffer, lesson 44; Groton, lesson
32; Hanson and Quinn, section 51; Mastronarde, unit 10.
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Greek and English lyrics by Lindsay Gibson, 2007.
#39'!’'-)!’!
'-)!
'-)!
#39'!’'-)!’!
2!,33 !#5

-'%4#/(#-2
-'
-'
-',%4#/(#-2
3'-)!*!5

3%#,/%#7’-!
%#7’
%#7’
3%#,%#7’-!
,#,% #)!5

#3% #)!’%!(
%!(
%!(
#3% #)!’%!(
3+)’,'-)!5

33#’,%4 !
%4 !
%4 !
33#’,%4 !
3'-)!*)’!2’5

['%]#,/

[% #)!]




3+)[]
['%],

)[!(]




    

 

 $ $ 
Myrrine had a hedgehog
a hedgehog
a hedgehog
Myrrine had a hedgehog
As terrible as a hoplite.
When Myrrine went everywhere
Everywhere
Everywhere
When Myrrine went everywhere
The hedgehog went (along).
He followed her to Athens
To Athens
To Athens
He followed her to Athens
To the assembly.
The assembly were at a loss
At a loss
At a loss
The assembly were at a loss
To see a hedgehog (there).
And so the speaker threw it out
Threw it out
Threw it out
And so the speaker threw it out.
The hedgehog returned home.

(( $, /0+ #$-
Present Tense (see above: +).
An mp3 recording of students singing this song may be found at:
http://tcl.camws.org/fall2009/TheHedgehog.mp3
http://tcl.camws.org/fall2009/TheHedgehog_Round.mp3 (round version)
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Translated from the Beatles, “Here Comes the Sun,” Abbey Road (Apple Records, 1969),
English words and music by George Harrison; Greek lyrics by Timothy Page, 2007.
3#- !['0&'0&]  !"!!
!, &!)
C"! !)#.#0!,!,
C"! !)#.3#'!%#(
3#- !['0&'0&]  !"!!
!, &!)
'@!'3+,)'0!!2+)!
"! !)#.#- !’'!’%2
3#- !['0&'0&]  !"!!
!, &!)
#- !'("!!–3*!
C"! !)#.3!",42#!
"! !)#.!"'%2
3#- !['0&'0&]  !"!!
!, &!)
3#- !['0&'0&]  !"!!
!, &
!)BB2!

the first line translates Harrison’s repeated phrase, “here
come’s the sun,” with a doo-wop phrase ['0&'0&] to
mark the caesura between the repeats
"! !)# (diminutive of "! : little sweetheart)
!2(smile); ,)(face, countenance)
[#]; '![]; %2 (away)

3!",(snow shower); # (melt)
!(long time); ,"."' (light, sunlight,
happiness); %2(from 2, need, lack, governs a
genitive; Bcontract verbs of two syllables usually do no
contract in the present and imperfect; but compare 2.
2!(.2!(. need, it is necessary; 2meaning to bind
contracts)
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Here comes the sun, here comes the sun
And I say it’s all right
Little darlin’ it's been a long cold lonely winter
Little darlin’ it feels like years since it's been here
Here comes the sun, here comes the sun
And I say it's all right
Little darlin’ the smiles returning to their faces
Little darlin’ it seems like years since it’s been here
Here comes the sun, here comes the sun
And I say it’s all right
Sun, sun, sun, here it comes (5 times)
Little darlin’ I feel the ice is slowly meltin’
Little darlin’ it seems like years since it’s been clear
Here comes the sun, here comes the sun
And I say it’s all right
Here comes the sun, here comes the sun
It’s all right, it’s all right

(( $, /0+ #$-
Present Tense (see above: +).
Accusative of Respect: Balme and Lawall, chapter 26; Crosby and Schaeffer, lesson 68; Groton,
lesson 49; Hanson and Quinn, section 133; Mastronarde, unit 17.
Accusative of Duration of Time: Balme and Lawall, chapter 8; Crosby and Schaeffer, lessons 7,
68; Groton, lesson 23; Hanson and Quinn, section 54; Mastronarde, unit 17.
An mp3 recording of students singing this song may be found at:
http://tcl.camws.org/fall2009/HereComestheSun.mp3
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Adapted from Gloria Gaynor “I Will Survive,” Love Tracks (Polydor, 1978), English words and
music by Freddie Perren and Dino Fekaris; Greek and English lyrics by Georgia Irby-Massie’s
Intermediate Greek Students, Fall 2008: Russell Baker, Anne Certa, Laura Daniels, Peter
Gannon, Sophia Gayek, Jillian Jackson, Natasha Marple, Margaret Richards, Michael Roberts,
and Nathan Self.
+)'#!
%!, ')/
'%2’% !8!
’'!#3
’)',!4
#)!,, %2!'(’
2’ !)'
!,'3!('-

'0!!(’'%'(
%&!’%&’.)!02
#@’%’!"&#)’
#, 4'(#'
’ !%’%)/
!%&!%%,'
%#  '!(

"')’’*%#(
"')’’*%#(
!%!!02’'%+
4!)!02’
4!)’!
,#32!2!
"')’’*%#(
"')’’*%#(.!!

)'#!(5th principal part of )')

[]';,#@.B(liver, seat of
emotion/feelings)
!4(wear away, spend, consume, “waste”)
!,(dative of disadvantage); %2!'([]
'-(cognate accusative)

%&![]; %&[]
%[]!"&#)[] (from %!"&: to eat
unlawful meat) / 3#*.B#(fennel reed)
contrary to fact conditional expressing Prometheus’s
regret over his decision to help humanity
[%] !. %[']
[%],' (short period of time)

"')[!]
%*%#((anew, from the beginning)
!02[]
4!)[]!
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At first I was bound
to the Caucuses
Kept thinking I would never leave
Without my liver (in my side)
Then I spent so many nights
Considering his (the) wrongs (evils)
against me
But it did grow strong at night
And I learned how to sing this song
And so you are back from the sky
I just woke up to find you here
With that liver-eating look in your eye
I shouldn’t have grabbed that stupid fennel stalk
I would have left man in the dark
If I had known for just one second
You’d be back to bother me
It will regrow
It will regrow
As long as I don’t know how to die
I know I’ll stay alive
I’ve got all eternity to live
I’ve got all my liver to give
And it will regrow
It will regrow, oimoi

(( $, /0+ #$-
Uses of the Participle: Balme and Lawall, chapters 8, 10; Crosby and Schaeffer, lessons 21, 23,
26; Groton, lessons 24-25; Hanson and Quinn, section 107; Mastronarde, units 27-28.
Conditionals (see above: 8'#,2'!D).
Perfect Tense: Balme and Lawall, chapters 27-28; Crosby and Schaeffer, lesson 3; Groton,
lesson 20; Hanson and Quinn, section 28; Mastronarde, unit 37.
An mp3 recording of students singing this song may be found at:
http://tcl.camws.org/fall2009/ItWillRegrow.mp3


